


 

 

  

Our story starts when Billy, Nanny, Tornado and Sheriff Vince come ‘a calling’ to visit the 
birthday girl, Snow White. 

It is clear that the Widow has her sights set on him and therefore she consults her pet Indian 
Medicine Man only to discover that she is no longer the fairest in the West. As a result, the 
bounty hunter, One-Eyed Slim, is charged with disposing of Snow White. 

At the party everybody is having a great time, however, the guest of honour is nowhere to be 
found.  The Widow suggests that Snow White has run off with the bounty hunter but nobody can 
believe this, so Tornado is despatched to go find her, 

The bounty hunter captures Snow White and leaves her for dead since he can’t bring himself to 
kill her. 

Tornado then finds Snow White and takes her to an empty miners’ camp. They are both 
exhausted, so they settle down for the night. 

The miners return to the camp after a heavy day’s mining, to discover Snow White curled up 
asleep.  They wake her and introduce themselves and Snow White explains her predicament. 
They agree that she can stay with them, but since they are not as recluse as one would suspect, 
they decide to disguise her so regular visitors don’t recognise her. 

Back at the ranch Nanny and Billy have been sick with worry and have been searching high and 
low, and by chance have discovered the Widow’s hidden cave in the cellar. While there though, 
they have to hide as the Widow enters with One-Eyed Slim. He has to report back that he has 
eliminated Snow White, and hands over a coyote’s heart as evidence. She then summons the 
Medicine Man and checks that she is now the fairest on the prairie and of course it is revealed 
Snow White is still alive.  Furious she concocts a poisonous toffee apple (but unknown to her the 
ingredients are switched by Billy at the last moment) , and then transforms herself by potion 
into a hideous crone. She leaves cackling to seek out Snow White. Nanny and Billy have of 
course overheard all this and set off to try and stop her or find Snow White 
first………………………………………. 

NOW WATCH THE REST OF THE SHOW UNFOLD BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES. 

  Snow White and the Magnificant Seven Dwarfs 



PRINCIPAL CHARACTERS:

 

 

Snow White---Our heroine. A wealthy heiress. 

Sheriff Vince Charming---The Principal Boy. A dashing
Lawman. 

  

Nanny Oakley---The Dame and a lifelong companion
Of Snow White.

Billy the Kid---Snow White's best friend. 

Tornado---A pantomime horse with a wind problem.
 
Widow Drusilla Blackheart---Snow White's wicked
Stepmother. 

One-Eyed Slim---A bounty hunter.

Chief Shining Mirror---The Medicine Man.

The Seven Dwarfs--- A septet of retired gunslingers,
now mining for gold:
Bossy Bob;Ready Reg;Speedy Sam;Curious Clive;
Forgetful Fred;Punning Pete andChangeable Charlie.

ALL AUDITION PIECES FOR THE ABOVE PARTS CAN BE 
FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE:
                        www.frodshampanto.org.uk



SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

           ACT ONE

SCENE ONE: THE HAPPY EVER AFTER RANCH.

SCENE TWO: WIDOW BLACKHEART'S CAVE.

SCENE THREE: THE HAPPY EVER AFTER RANCH.

SCENE FOUR: IN THE MINE.

SCENE FIVE: DEATH VALLEY THROUGH TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE MINE.  

ACT TWO

SCENE ONE: OUTSIDE THE MINE AT THE MINERS'S CAMP.

SCENE TWO: WIDOW BLACKHEART'S CAVE.

SCENE THREE: THE MATTRESS SPRINGS'S TOWN FAIR.

SCENE FOUR: OUT IN THE DESERT.

SCENE FIVE: THE HAPPILY EVER AFTER RANCH.

SCENE SIX: THE COMMUNITY SONG.

SCENE SEVEN: THE FINALE.



For the Principals at audition

You will have to :

 Read an “audition piece” for the character you would like to be 
considered for…see below.

PLEASE NOTE…you may have to repeat this process if you are 
auditioning for a number of parts.

 You will have to sing a musical item of your choice.

 PLEASE NOTE...you will have to bring your own backing track but it 
MUST be in one of the following formats. MP3, WMA, WAV, CD on a 
USB stick, SD card or a Compact Disc or you  can bring along your 
iPhone, Pod, Pad as I will have a connector there.

 If you do not have a prepared song then you can sing “Somewhere 
Over the Rainbow”...see below.

 You will have to show the Casting Committee that you are able to 
“move” 

All character script pieces will be available for download from our web site 
frodshampanto.org.uk, as will the musical items, from early May onwards.

The backing track, for the musical item you wish to perform, will be played 
for you at the audition.



For the Chorus at audition

You will have to :

1)Perform a chorus piece of your own. 

PLEASE NOTE--you will need to bring a recording of the music you 
need since no pianist will be available.

You can, of course, sing a cappella if you wish.

If you do bring a  backing track then it MUST be in one of the 
following formats. MP3, WMA, WAV, CD on a USB stick, SD card or a 
Compact Disc or you  can bring along your iPhone, Pod, Pad as I will 
have a connector there.

If you would like to carry out your “song” with a friend, then that is 
certainly possible. 

JUST ASK.

 2)If you have no chorus piece of your own, you will have to sing the 
song “Over the Rainbow”...see earlier for the lyrics.

PLEASE NOTE--The backing track for this number be played for you 
at the audition.

        3)You will be expected to perform a simple dance routine which our 
choreographer will show you.

Don’t worry, you won’t have to do this on your own, since we 
normally ask two or three of you to do it at the same time

If you would like to carry out your “dance” with a friend, then that is 
certainly possible. 

JUST ASK.



For the Dancers at audition

You will have to :

 1)Perform a dance piece of your own. 

You must wear correct “dance clothing and dance shoes”.

You will need to bring a recording of the music you need since no 
pianist will be available. If you do bring a  backing track then it MUST 
be in one of the following formats. MP3, WMA, WAV, CD on a USB 
stick, SD card or a Compact Disc or you  can bring along your iPhone, 
Pod, Pad as I will have a connector there.

 If you have no dance piece of your own, then our 
choreographer will show you a routine that you will then have 
to perform.

 Don’t worry .

If you would like to carry out your “dance” with a friend, then that is 
certainly possible. 

JUST ASK.

        2)You will have to sing the song “Over the Rainbow”.

The backing track will be played for you at the audition.



Somewhere Over the Rainbow
Somewhere over the rainbow 
Way up high 
There's a land that I heard of 
Once in a lullaby

Somewhere over the rainbow 
Skies are blue 
And the dreams that you dare to dream
Really do come true

Someday I'll wish upon a star and 
wake up where the clouds are far behind me
Where troubles melt like lemon drops 
Away above the chimney tops

That's where you'll find me

Chorus
Somewhere over the rainbow 
Bluebirds fly 
Birds fly over the rainbow
Why then oh why can't I?
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